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Abstract— In the modern world, where parking-space has 

become a very big problem, it has become very important to 

avoid the wastage of space in modern big automatic multi-

level car parking system helps to minimize the car parking 

area companies, apartments etc. There are two types of car 

parking systems: traditional and automated. In the long term, 

automated car parking systems are likely to be more cost 

effective when compared to traditional parking garages. 

Automatic multi-storey automated car park systems are less 

expensive per parking slot, since they tend to require less 

building volume and less ground area than a conventional 

facility with the same capacity. Both automated car parking 

systems and automated parking garage systems reduce 

pollution. This paper aims to fabricate and implementing 

radio frequency identification (RFID) technology for 

automated multi-storied car parking system that enhances 

stage of embedding the code into a tag and assigning the same 

to car. The fabricated model has been tested and can be 

implemented to large scale where the multi-level automatic 

car parking system is needed.    
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A multi-level car parking is essentially a building 

with number of floors or layers for the cars to be parked. 

These car parks need less building volume and less ground 

space and thus save on the cost of the building. This system 

proves to be useful in reducing wastage of space where more 

than 100 cars need to be parked. This system enables the 

parking of vehicles, floor after floor and thus reducing the 

space used. Here any number of cars can be parked according 

to the requirement. 

In metropolitan cities, vehicle parking has become a 

major thing in all busy areas and a good traffic system 

necessarily a useful parking system. Typical examples for a 

vehicle parking systems are Multi-level Automated Car 

Parking, Automated Car Parking System, Volkswagen Car 

Parking etc [1]. New technologies have been developed to 

solve the parking problems to a great extent. Multi-level car 

parking system (MLCPS) is one such technology which is 

accomplish in India. It is application for optimum use of 

parking space by utilizing vertical space rather than 

horizontal space [2]. FRID technology can be implemented 

to perfectly automate and integrate with a panel board, such 

that whenever a special number is called on the panel board, 

the particular platform should look at the ground leve 

[3].Automatic Car Parking System enables the parking of 

vehicles, floor after floor and thus reducing the space used 

[4]. The main factor adding to congestion problem is poor 

management of car parking system. An efficient parking 

system whereby a particular space is allocated for parking 

purpose and users will be registered and made to pay a 

specific amount before they gain access to the parking lot is 

needed to combat the problem of traffic congestion [5].   DC 

motor drivers are used to accurate the feedback operation of 

barrier for car lift and IR obstacle sensors are used to sense a 

room which was passed through the barrier after showing 

RFID tag[6]. 

RFID is a wireless identification technology that 

uses radio signals for identifying, tracking, sorting and 

detecting a different range of things which includes people, 

vehicles, goods and assets without the need for direct contact 

or line of sight. RFID technology can track moving objects 

using its radio-enabled scanning devices over a distance of 

several meters [7]. RFID devices could be divided into two 

types: active and passive. An active tag requires a power 

source which is connected to a powered source or usable 

energy stored a battery. Active tag’s lifetime is limited by the 

battery life. Passive RFID tags, obtain power from RFID 

reader because they do not have an internal source of power. 

Passive RFID is more popularly used because the tags don’t 

require batteries or constant repairs. The RFID system can be 

divided into three parts: Tag, Reader and the Antenna [7]. 

RFID tag stores RFID data and communicate with the reader 

by transforming the energy of radio frequency queries from 

the reader and send back the information enclosed in it. The 

major merit of RFID is its reader’s ability to read the content 

of tags in motion and out of the line-of-sight. RFID tags can 

be read under severe condition of temperature, high pressure 

and so on. RFID technology helps reduce operational costs 

by reducing the need for human involvement in systems that 

collects information and in revenue collection [8]. The 

application of RFID technology in parking lots makes 

parking effective, convenient and safe[9]. The 

Implementation of automated car parking system involves 

minimal human interaction to provide a seamless parking 

experience thereby reducing a lot of time wasted by the user 

in parking his vehicle[10]. 

II. TYPES OF MULTI-LEVEL CAR PARKING SYSTEMS 

There are various configurations in which a multi-level car 

parking system can exist. They can be Square type, Level 

type, .Rotary type, story type, Puzzle type etc as shown in 

figure-1. In the present work, a rotary type multi-level car 

parking system has been fabricated with RFID based control 

system. 

A. Rotary Parking:  

Rotary parking is a unique automated mechanical parking 

designed to permit up to a maximum of 12cars or 10 SUV's 

to be parked easily and safely, on the surface area required to 

park 2 cars. It is self-service, easy to use and doesn’t need 

anyone on site as it is touch screen therefore saves money as 

you don’t have to hire any employees or have managers on 
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site. I will have the metal bolted together instead of wielded 

so that it is easier to fix if something goes wrong and less time 

consuming. It is simple to operate with the Driver parking and 

leaving the vehicle in the system at ground level. Once the 

driver leaves the incorporated safety zone the vehicle is 

automatically parked by the system rotating to lift the parked 

car away from the bottom central position. This leaves an 

empty parking space available at ground level, for the next 

car to be parked on. The parked car is easily retrieved by 

pushing the button for the relevant position number the car is 

parked on. This causes the required car to rotate down to 

ground level ready for the driver to enter the safety zone and 

reverse the car out of the system. 

B. Elements of Multi-Level Car Parking System 

The major components that are effectively involved for the 

efficient working of the motorized multi level car parking 

system are as follows. 

1) Motor 

2) Battery 

3) Parking cabin 

4) Frame 

5) RFID system 

6) Gear drive 

7) Chain &sprockets 

8) Bearing 

When a motor is in operation, it develops torque. 

This torque can produce mechanical rotation. DC motors are 

also like generators classified into shunt wound or series 

wound or compound wound motors. A worm gear dc wiper 

motor has been used in the present model. 12Volts, 7 Amps 

Lead-Acid battery has been used to supply DC power. 

Individual cabins have been provided for parking each car. 

These cabins are mounted with a giant wheel such that the 

cabin rotates along with the giant wheel. A frame is fabricated 

with mild steel material such that the parts are mounted on it 

with the suitable arrangement. Boring of bearing sizes and 

open bores done in one setting so as to align the bearings 

properly while assembling. Provisions are made to cover the 

bearings with grease. 

 
Fig. 1: Types of multi-level car parking systems 

 

 
Fig. 2: Rotary parking 

III. RFID SYSTEM 

Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) is a technology to 

record the presence of an object using radio signals. It is used 

for inventory control or timing sporting events. RFID is not a 

replacement for bar coding, but a complement for distant 

reading of codes. The technology is used for automatically 

identifying a person, a package or an item and it relies on 

RFID tags. RFID tags are small transponders (combined radio 

receiver and transmitter) that will transmit identity 

information over a short distance, when asked. The other 

piece to make use of RFID tags is an RFID tag reader. RFID 

system used in present work consists of regulated power 

supply, Arduino micro controller unit, Output relay, RFID 

Tags & Reader and DISPLAY. 

The regulated power supply is an electronic circuit 

designed to provide a constant dc voltage of predetermined 

value across load terminals irrespective of ac mains 

fluctuations or load variations. In the present work, the 

regulator power supply (Figure-3) is used to convert the batter 

voltage 12 volts to 5 volts since the arduino microcontroller 

is designed to work at 5 volts only. 

 
Fig. 3: Regulated power supply 

 The Arduino Micro Controller Unit (Figure-4) 

consists of input and output ports for connecting cables and 

also it consists of a keypad which containing 0-9 numbers one 

*and one # it have one input port through that port program 

was uploaded. 
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Fig. 4: Arduino Micro Controller Unit 

The output relay is connected to wiper motor 

whenever the power supply is on the relay is automatically on 

then only the power will transfer to motor. 

 
Fig. 5: Output relay 

Gears, chain drives, sprockets, bearings and other 

mechanical devices have been used as power and motion 

transmitting devices. The bearing cap and shaft was machined 

by lathe machine. The bearings housings support frames 

sprockets cabin clamps are welded by arc welding. The 

cabins are cut by sheet metal cutting machine. 

IV. WORKING PRINCIPLE 

One of the main components that play a key role in the present 

work is the giant wheel frame which is operated by a two 

wiper motors (12volts, 90watts). The power from the motor 

is transmitted to the giant wheel frame through a set of spur 

gears. The parking cabins in which the cars are parked are 

coupled to the giant wheel frame such that when the frame 

rotates, the cabin will also rotate along with the frame. At the 

bottom of the frame, there is an inclined pathway, which is 

the entry and the exit for the cars. This was manual operation. 

The entry and exit is automated by using RFID 

system. In this system the power supply for wiper motor is 

from output relay of the RFID system. Whenever we switch 

on the power supply the relay is on then only total system will 

working, the battery power is transmitted to wiper motors 

through output relay only. 

For operation initially we want to press * on control 

panel there by the empty cabin will come and stop at entry, 

after that one car is parked in that cabin we want to press that 

car cabin number on control panel after that the next cabin 

will come . After parking the all cabins the control panel 

shows PARKING IS FULL. While exiting a car, we press the 

car cabin number in control panel there by the motor is 

operated for the respective cabin to reach the bottom and then 

the car can be taken out. Based on the requirement, the 

number of parking cabins can be increased or decreased while 

installation. 

The fabricated model of RFID based multi-level 

automatic car parking system is shown in figure-6.  

 
Fig. 6: Model of RFID based multi-level automatic car 

parking system 

The working principle is shown by the block 

diagram below (Figure-7) 

 
Fig. 7: The working principle 
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From the battery initially 12volts power supply is 

passed the power supply unit it converts into 5 volts because 

the arduino micro controller will operates only at 5 volts. The 

arduino microcontroller consists of input and output cables its 

is loaded by program and control panel is connected to 

microcontroller, the output cable connected to output relay 

when the relay is on the power supply will be done. Whenever 

we give input the control panel the microcontroller will read 

it and give to output relay. from output relay the power is 

supplied to worm gear motor a set of spur gears are meshed 

with motor teeth and rotates with 11.1 gear ratio (11 times 

worm gear motor rotates 1 time spur gear rotates) from spur 

gears through shaft power will move to chain and sprockets. 

The parking cabins are linked to chain so that the cabins also 

rotates a RFID tag will be placed back side of cabins (1-10 

cabins = 10 tags) the RFID reader will read it and stop the 

cabin according to input signal. 

V. CONCLUSION 

An RFID based model for giant wheel type multi-level car 

parking system helps to park a maximum number of cars in a 

limited space has been fabricated successfully. It can be 

noticed that the motor system for the multi-level car parking 

system has achieved the anticipated performance to regulate 

the entry and exit of the car. The smooth movement of the 

giant wheel with motion has been obtained. 

The model developed is a reprint of original multi-

level car parking system in small scale. This can be fabricated 

to real parking system by increasing to higher geometric 

scale. Thus, the model developed have fulfilled the 

drawbacks and limitation of car parking system. By using 

more techniques, they can be modified and developed 

according to the applications. 
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